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For an arbitrary local ﬁeld K (a ﬁnite extension of the ﬁeld Qp) and an arbitrary formal group
law F over K, we consider an analog cF of the classical Hilbert pairing. A theorem by S. V. Vostokov
and I. B. Fesenko says that if the pairing cF has a certain fundamental symbol property for all
Lubin—Tate formal groups, then cF = 0. We generalize the theorem of Vostokov—Fesenko to a wider
class of formal groups. Our ﬁrst result concerns formal groups that are deﬁned over the ring OK of
integers of K and have a ﬁxed ring O0 of endomorphisms, where O0 is a subring of OK . We prove
that if the symbol cF has the above-mentioned symbol property, then cF = 0. Our second result
strengthens the ﬁrst one in the case of Honda formal groups. The paper consists of three sections.
After a short introduction in Sec. 1, we recall basic deﬁnitions and facts concerning formal group
laws in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we state and prove two main results of the paper (Theorems 1 and 2).
Refs 8.
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1. Introduction. Historically, local ﬁelds were introduced by Hensel to solve
problems in number theory by methods borrowed from analysis. Recently, the theory
of local ﬁelds has found successful applications in diverse areas ranging from non-
commutative geometry and coding theory to the study of mesoscopic and nano systems
(see, e. g., numerous articles published by A. Khrennikov relating p-adic analysis to various
branches of physics, biology, neural networks, etc.). The present paper is devoted to some
classical aspects of the theory of local ﬁelds. LetK be a local ﬁeld, i. e., a ﬁnite extension of
the ﬁeld Qp of p-adic numbers, and let n be a positive integer. We assume that K contains
the group μn of all nth roots of 1. It is well known (see, e. g., [1]) that the Hilbert norm
residue symbol is a non-degenerate bilinear pairing K∗ ×K∗ → μn such that
(α, 1 − α) = 1 for all α ∈ K∗, α 
= 1, (1)
and every non-degenerate pairing K∗ ×K∗ → μn satisfying relation (1) is a power of the
Hilbert symbol. Moreover, for non-degenerate pairings, relation (1) is equivalent to the
norm property of the Hilbert symbol. Using the reciprocity map of local class ﬁeld theory,
one can deﬁne an analog cF of the Hilbert symbol for formal groups over local ﬁelds as
in [2]. Let Ĝm(X,Y ) be the multiplicative formal group. In this case, the norm residue
symbol gives rise to the Hilbert pairing cĜm on K
∗ × Ĝm(M) with values in
μpn − 1 = {θ − 1 | θ ∈ μpn} ,
whereM is the maximal ideal of the ring of integers OK ofK, and relation (1) is equivalent
to
cĜm(α,−α) = 0 for all α ∈ M.
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Based on the example of the formal group Ĝm, one might be tempted to guess (as
was done by S. Lang in his book [3]) that the property
cF (α,−α) = 0 for all α ∈ M (2)
remains valid for every formal group F or at least for all formal groups from a certain
class. However, S. Vostokov and I. Fesenko proved in [4] that if cF satisﬁes property (2) for
all Lubin–Tate formal groups F , then cF = 0. More precisely, they proved the following
statement.
Proposition. Let L be a ﬁeld obtained by adjoining the roots κn of the isogeny [πn] to
K, where π is a prime of K. Let cF : L∗ × F (ML) → κn be a symbol, where ML is the
maximal ideal of the ring of integers of L. If cF satisﬁes property (2) for all α ∈ ML and
all Lubin–Tate formal groups, then cF (α, β) = 0 for all α ∈ L∗ and β ∈ F (ML).
In the present paper, we prove two new results. First, we generalize the Vostokov—
Fesenko theorem to some other class of formal groups (Theorem 1). Secondly, we show
that, in the case of Honda formal groups, Theorem 1 can be strengthened (Theorem 2).
2. Formal groups. 2.1. Deﬁnition and basic properties. We recall some basic
deﬁnitions and facts concerning formal group laws (for more details, see, e. g., [5, 6]). Let R
be a commutative associative ring with identity element. A one-dimensional formal group
law over R (or, simply a formal group) is a formal power series in R[[X,Y ]] satisfying the
following conditions:
a) F (X,F (Y, Z)) = F (F (X,Y ), Z);
b) F (X, 0) = X , F (0, Y ) = Y .
It can easily be proved that if F (X,Y ) is a formal group law over a ring R, then
F (X,Y ) = X + Y (mod deg 2). Moreover, there exists a formal series i(X) in R[[X ]]
such that F (X, i(X)) = 0 and F (i(X), X) = 0. It is well known that if R does not
have nonzero elements that are Z-torsion and nilpotent, then F (X,Y ) is commutative,
i. e., satisﬁes the relation F (X,Y ) = F (Y,X). The standard examples of formal groups
are Ĝa(X,Y ) = X + Y and Ĝm(X,Y ) = X + Y + XY , called the additive and the
multiplicative group law, respectively. Let F (X,Y ) and G(X,Y ) be formal group laws over
R. A homomorphism f : F → G from F (X,Y ) to G(X,Y ) is a formal series f(X) ∈ R[[X ]]
such that f(0) = 0 and f(F (X,Y )) = G(f(X), f(Y )). A homomorphism f is called an
isomorphism if it has an inverse, i. e., if there exists a homomorphism g : G → F such that
f(g(X)) = g(f(X)) = X . A homomorphism f is an isomorphism if and only if f ′(0) is
invertible in R. An isomorphism f is called strict if f ′(0) = 1. Homomorphisms from F to
itself are called endomorphisms. We denote by Hom(F,G) the set of all homomorphisms
from F to G and by End(F ) the set of all endomorphisms of F .
For each F , there is a unique ring homomorphism from Z to EndR(F ). We denote
by [n]F (T ) the image of n ∈ Z in EndR(F ). Thus, [1]F (X) = X , [−1]F = iF , [n]F (X) =
F (X, [n − 1]F (X)), and [−n]F (X) = iF ([n](X)). It is easy to check by induction that
[n]F (X) = nX mod deg 2. It follows that [n]F is an isomorphism if and only if n is
invertible in R.
For f, g ∈ Hom(F,G), we deﬁne the sum (ϕ +G ψ) by the relation (ϕ +G ψ)(X) =
G(ϕ(X), ψ(X)). If G is commutative, then Hom(F,G) is an Abelian group. If we deﬁne
the multiplication in End(F ) as the composition of endomorphisms, then End(F ) becomes
a ring with 1.
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For a commutative group law F over R, we have a homomorphism c : End(F ) → R
that sends each f ∈ End(F ) to f ′(0). Let R be of characteristic 0. Then c is an embedding.
If a ∈ c(End(F )), then we put [a]F = c−1(a). Let C be a subring of R such that C ⊂
c(End(F )). Then each element a ∈ C gives rise to an endomorphism of F . In this case, we
say that the formal group F has a structure of a formal C-module. If formal group laws
F and G are formal C-modules and f ∈ Hom(F,G), then f([a]F ) = [a]G(f) for all a ∈ C.
Let R˜ be a localization of R with respect to the set of positive integers.
A homomorphism from F to Ĝa is called a logarithm of F . Every logarithm of F has







We have F (X,Y ) = l−1F (lF (X) + lF (Y )).
If R has a prime characteristic p, then every nonzero endomorphism f of F has the
form f(X) = f1(Xp
h
), where h is a nonnegative integer and f ′1(0) 
= 0. The number h
is called the height of f . The height of the zero endomorphism is, by deﬁnition, ∞. The
height of the endomorphism [p]F is called the height of the formal group law F .
Let B be a local commutative R-algebra, let M be the maximal ideal of B, and let B
be complete with respect to the M -topology. For each formal group law F (X,Y ) over R,
the power series F (X,Y ) and i(X) converge for all X,Y ∈ M . We turn M into a group
F (M) by putting x +F y = F (x, y) and −F (x) = iF (x) and call the group thus obtained
the group of points of F over M . The same construction gives rise to a group structure
on an arbitrary power Mn of M . We call the resulting group the group of points of F
over Mn. If F has a structure of a formal C-module, then the Abelian group F (M) has a
structure of a C-module.
Let K be a discrete valuation ﬁeld of characteristic 0 with ring of integers R = OK
and residue ﬁeld k of characteristic p > 0. For every formal group law F over OK , we
have Zp ⊂ c(End(F )), and so F has a formal Zp-module structure. If π is a prime element
of OK , then by the height of F we mean the height of the endomorphism [π] reduced
modulo π.
For a ﬁnite extension L/K of local ﬁelds and the maximal ideal ML of L, we have the
group F (ML). In the case of an inﬁnite extension E/K, by F (ME) we mean the direct
limit of F (ML) over the system of ﬁnite subextensions L/K of E/K. For a ﬁxed algebraic
closure K¯ of K, we denote by M¯ the maximal ideal of the ring of integers in K¯ and by
F (M¯) the corresponding group. We say that an endomorphism of a formal group F over
OK is an isogeny if the corresponding group homomorphism is onto and has a ﬁnite kernel.
It can be proved that an endomorphism f is an isogeny if and only if the height of f is
ﬁnite. In this case the kernel of f has order ph. Let f be an isogeny, and let f (n) be the
n-fold composition of f with itself. Let κn,f be the kernel of f (n). This is a ﬁnite subgroup
of F (M¯).
2.2. Symbols on formal groups. Let K be a local ﬁeld. We recall that if K
has characteristic zero, then there is an embedding c : End(F ) → OK that sends each
f ∈ End(F ) to f ′(0). We denote by O0 the image of End(F ) in R. Let K0 be the ﬁeld of
fractions of O0. We consider an algebraic closure K¯0 of K0 and the group F (M¯) of points
of F over M¯ , where M¯ is the maximal ideal of the ring of integers in K¯0.
Let B be a topologicalO0-module in which the addition and the action of the elements
of O0 is induced by the formal group F . A symbol on F (M) is, by deﬁnition, a continuous




0 × F (M¯) → B.
By bilinearity of cF , we mean that the following conditions are valid:
cF (α1α2, β) = cF (α1, β) +F cF (α2, β),
cF (α, β1 +F β2) = cF (α, β1) +F cF (α, β2),
cF (α, [a]β) = [a]cF (α, β),
where α, α1, α2 ∈ K¯∗0 , β, β1, β2 ∈ F (M¯), and a ∈ O0. In a more general case, where
we consider an entire class Φ of formal groups with the same group of points, the latter
property assumes the following form:
cG(α, φ(β)) = φ(cF (α, β))
for all F,G ∈ Φ and every homomorphism φ : F → G.
3. Main results. In this section, we prove two theorems concerning the symbols
satisfying condition (2). Let K be a local ﬁeld and OK be the ring of integers of K. Let
L be an extension of K containing the kernel κn of the isogeny [πn0 ], where π0 is a prime
element of the ring O0. We denote by ML the maximal ideal of the ring of integers of L.
Theorem 1. If a symbol cF : L∗ × F (ML) → κn satisﬁes the relation cF (α,−α) = 0
for every formal group F over OK such that End(F )  O0 and for all α ∈ ML, then
cF (α, β) = 0 for all α ∈ L∗ and β ∈ F (ML).
Proof. We ﬁx a formal group F satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. Let φ(X) =
X + a2X
2 + · · ·+ be a series with coeﬃcients in OK . We prove that there exists a formal
group G(X,Y ) ∈ OK [X,Y ] such that the series φ(X) is a homomorphism from G to F and
End(G)  O0. To this end, it is necessary to prove that there exists a G(X,Y ) ∈ K[[X,Y ]]
such that
φ(G(X,Y )) = F (φ(X), φ(Y )).
We let
G(X,Y ) = φ−1 ◦ F ◦ φ,
where φ−1 is the inverse to φ with respect to the composition, and prove that G(X,Y ) is
a required formal group. First, we prove that G(X,Y ) is a formal group. We have
G(X, 0) = φ−1(F (φ(X), 0) = φ−1(φ(X)) = X.
Similarly, G(0, Y ) = Y . Finally,
G(X,G(Y, Z)) = φ−1(F (φ(X), φ(G(Y, Z))) = φ−1(F (φ(X), F (φ(Y ), φ(Z)))) =
= φ−1(F ((φ(X), F (φ(Y )), φ(Z))) = φ−1(F (φ(G(X,Y )), φ(Z))) = G(G(X,Y ), Z).
It remains to check the relation End(G)  O0. However, this is obvious due to the fact
that the homomorphism ψ(a) = φ−1 ◦ a ◦ φ yields an isomorphism End(F )  End(G) of
endomorphism rings.
From what have just been proved, it follows that the relation
cF (α, φ(−α)) = 0
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is valid for all φ(X) ∈ OK [[X ]]. Now we observe that c(θ, β) = 0 if θ ∈ μq−1, where q
is the number of elements in the residue ﬁeld of K. This follows from the bilinearity of
the symbol and the fact that the order of B is prime to q − 1. Let π be a prime in OL.
Obviously, cG(π,−θπ) = 0 is valid for every formal group G satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1. Consequently, cF (π, φ(−θπ)) = 0. For each β ∈ F (ML) \ F (M2L), there is a
series φ(X) ∈ OK [[X ]] and θ ∈ μq−1 such that
φ(−θπ) = β.
Thus, we obtain that cF (π, β) = 0 for all β ∈ F (ML) \F (M2L). We see that if β ∈ F (M2L),
then β +F (−π) = β′ ∈ F (ML) \ F (M2L). Therefore,
cF (π, β
′) = cF (π, β) +F cF (π,−π) = 0,
which implies that cF (π, β) = 0 for all β ∈ F (ML) and for all prime elements π of the ring
of integers. It only remains to observe that the multiplicative group of a ﬁeld is generated
by its prime elements. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The condition imposed on the symbol in Theorem 1 is very strong. Namely, we
assumed that property (2) is valid for all formal groups from a certain class of groups.
Theorem 2, which is stated and proved below, establishes the degeneration of any symbol
satisfying condition (2) for an individual formal group of certain type, namely, for a Honda
formal group (for the deﬁnition of Honda groups, see [7, 8]).
Theorem 2. Let K be a local ﬁeld, let OK be the ring of integers in K with maximal ideal
MK . Let E be a subﬁeld of K such that K/E is an unramiﬁed extension of local ﬁelds,
and let OE be the ring of integers of E. Let F ∈ OK [[X,Y ]] be a formal group such that
End(F )  OE. Let π be a prime element of E, and let the height of [π] be equal to 1. Let
κn be the kernel of [πn], let L = K(κn), and let ML be the maximal ideal of the ring of
integers in L. Finally, let cF : L∗×ML → κn be a symbol such that cF (α,−α) = 0 for all
α ∈ ML. Then cF (α, β) = 0 for all α ∈ L∗ and all β ∈ ML.
We need several lemmas.
Lemma 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, the extension L/K is totally ramiﬁed.
Proof. For each s, 1 ≤ s ≤ n, let κs be the kernel of [πs], and let Ks be the ﬁeld obtained
by adjoining κs to K. First, we show that the extension K1/K is totally ramiﬁed. It is
suﬃcient to prove that each element a ∈ κ1 is a root of some Eisenstein polynomial. We
observe that a is a root of
[π](X) = πX + a2X
2 + · · ·+ apXp + · · · .
We see that the coeﬃcients of [π](X) belong to OK . Since the height of [π] is equal to 1,
we have ai ∈ MK for i ≤ p− 1 and ap 
∈ MK (π is a prime in E; but K/E is unramiﬁed,
consequently, π is a prime in K). By the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we have
[π](X) = (c0 + · · ·+ cp−1Xp−1 +Xp)(b0 + b1X + · · · ), (3)
where bi, ci ∈ OK and b0 is invertible. We may slightly change Eq. (3) by assuming that
b0 = 1. Then the roots of [π] are roots of the ﬁrst factor in (3). Consequently, it remains
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to prove that this factor is an Eisenstein polynomial, which is easy. Indeed, Eq. (3) with
b0 = 1 and the fact that ai ∈ MK for i ≤ p− 1 and ap 
∈ MK imply that c1 = π, ci ∈ MK
for i ≤ p−1, and cp 
∈ MK . Thus, each element of κ1 is a root of an Eisenstein polynomial.
Therefore, the extension K1/K is totally ramiﬁed. Now, we prove by induction that the
extension Kn/K is totally ramiﬁed. We remark that κ1 ⊂ κ2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ κn and prove that
for each s, 1 < s ≤ n, the extension Ks/Ks−1 is totally ramiﬁed. For this, we must prove
that each element of Ks \Ks−1 is a root of an Eisenstein polynomial. Since
[πs](X) = πsX + · · ·+ apsXps + · · · ,
we obtain that c([πs]) = πs, and the height of [πs] is s. In the same way as for the case
s = 1, we obtain
[πs](X) = Ps(X)(1 + b1X + · · · ), (4)
where Ps(X) is a polynomial of degree ps. All elements of κs are roots of this polynomial,
Ps(0) = 0, and c(Ps(X)) = πs. From the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we obtain that
all coeﬃcients of the polynomials Ps(X), except the leading ones, are divisible by π. Since
κs ⊃ κs−1, the polynomial Ps(X) is divisible by Ps−1(X), and we have
Ps(X) = Ps−1(X)
(




It follows that all coeﬃcients of the polynomial
π + a1X + · · ·+ aps−ps−1Xp
s−ps−1 , (6)
except the leading one, are divisible by π, which means that this polynomial is Eisenstein.
Since the elements of Ks/Ks−1 are roots of (6), the extension Ks/Ks−1 is totally ramiﬁed.
The lemma is proved. 
Thus, we proved that the extension L/K is totally ramiﬁed. It follows that the residue
ﬁelds of the ﬁelds L and K are isomorphic. Therefore, we can choose a common system of
multiplicative representatives for L and K.
Lemma 2. Let Θ = {θk | 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1} be a common system of multiplicative
representatives for L and K, and let π¯ be a prime element in L. Then A = {θkπ¯n |
1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1, n ≥ 1} is a set of generators for ML with respect to the operation +F .
Proof. Since π¯ is a prime in L and the extension L/K is totally ramiﬁed, every α ∈ ML
can be represented in the form
α = a1π¯ + · · ·+ anπ¯n + · · · . (7)
Now, we can successively approximate α by formal sums of elements of A. 
The same reasoning can be used to prove the following statement.
Lemma 3. If A = {aij | i ≥ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 1} is a system of multiplicative representatives
such that aij ≡ θj π¯i (mod π¯i+1), then A is a set of generators for ML with respect to the
operation +F .
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Now we turn back to the proof of Theorem 2. Let π¯ be a prime in OL. We show that
cF (π¯, β) = 0 for all β ∈ Mn. By Lemma 3, it is suﬃcient to prove that there exists a
system {aij | i ≥ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1} of multiplicative representatives such that
aij ≡ θj π¯i (mod π¯i+1) and cF (π¯, aij) = 0 for all i and j. (8)
By assumption, we have cF (α,−α) = 0 for all α ∈ ML. Hence, cF (αm/θ,−αm/θ) = 0,
where θ ∈ Θ. It follows that
cF (α
m,−αm/θ) = cF (αmθ,−αm/θ) +F cF (θ,−αm/θ) = 0 (9)
since cF (θ, β) = 0 for all θ ∈ Θ and β ∈ ML. If m is prime to p, then Eq. (9) implies that
cF (α,−αm/θ) = 0. (10)
Putting α = π¯ in Eq. (10), we obtain
cF (π¯,−π¯m/θ) = 0. (11)
If θ runs through a system of multiplicative representatives, then −1/θ runs through the
same system of representatives. Therefore, it is suﬃcient to prove that relations (8) are
valid for i ≡ 0 (mod p). Assuming that relations (8) hold when 0 < i ≤ ps − 1 and
0 < j ≤ q − 1, we prove that they are valid for aps,j . We consider separately two diﬀerent
cases: 1) s < p
n
p−1 and 2) s >
pn
p−1 .
1) Since cF (π¯, asj) = 0, we have [π](cF (π¯, asj)) = cF (π¯, [π](asj)) = 0. Since the height of
[π] is 1, we have
[π](X) = πX + a2X
2 + · · ·+ ap−1Xp−1 + apXp + · · · ,
where a2, . . . , ap−1 are divisible by π and ap is not divisible by π. Since the extensionKn/K
is totally ramiﬁed, we have v(π) = pn. Consequently, v([π](asj)) = ps. Since v(ap) = 0, we
see that if θj runs through the system of multiplicative representatives, apθpj runs through
the same system of representatives because p is prime to q− 1. Therefore, for each i there
is a j such that
[π](asj) ≡ θiπ¯ps (mod π¯ps+1),
and we can take [π](asj) as aps,i.
2) In this case we have ps = pn + s1, where s1 > s. Consequently, ps1 > pn + s1. As in
case 1), we obtain that
v([π](as1j)) = p
n + s1.
If π ≡ aπ¯pn (mod π¯pn+1) and a is not divisible by π¯, then
[π](as1j) ≡ aθj π¯p
n+s1 (mod π¯p
n+s+1).
Since v(a) = 0, the elements aθj run through the same system of multiplicative
representatives as θj do. This implies that the required elements apn+s1,i exist, which
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Для произвольного локального поля (конечного расширения поля Qp) и произвольной формаль-
ной группы над полем K мы рассматриваем аналог cF классического символа Гильберта. Теорема
Востокова—Фесенко утверждает, что если cF удовлетворяет основному символьному свойству, то
cF = 0. Мы обобщаем теорему Востокова—Фесенко на более широкий класс формальных групп.
Наш первый результат относится к формальным группам, определённым над кольцом целых OK
и имеющим в качестве кольца эндоморфизмов некоторое фиксированное подкольцо O0 кольца OK .
Мы доказываем, что если cF имеет вышеупомянутое символьное свойство, то cF = 0. Наш второй ре-
зультат усиливает первый в случае формальных групп Хонды. Статья состоит из трёх частей. После
краткого введения (часть 1) мы напоминаем основные определения и факты о формальных груп-
повых законах (часть 2). В последней части статьи мы формулируем и доказываем наши основные
результаты (теоремы 1 и 2). Библиогр. 8 назв.
Ключевые слова: формальная группа, изогения, формальный модуль, спаривание Гильберта.
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